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Abstract 

This study examined the moderating effect of mindfulness on the relationship between 

rumination and regret. The participants were 193 Thai university students, of which 189 

were included in the analysis. Participants were instructed to complete rumination, 

mindfulness, and regret scales, where the regret scale asked participants to read a regret 

inducing scenario beforehand. Results were partially supportive of our hypotheses. There 

was a significantly positive correlation between rumination and regret, as well as the 

negative correlation between rumination and mindfulness. In contrast with our 

expectation, the correlation between mindfulness and regret was not significant as we 

hypothesized. The interaction effect of mindfulness on the relationship between 

rumination and regret was also not significant. This study is the first to examine regret in 

relation to rumination and mindfulness in the Thai sample. We suggest the regret scale be 

further tested in Thai population to determine the appropriate factors involved in Thai‘s 

sense of regret, and to further validate the regret scale. 
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Chapter 1 

Rationale 

 In recent years, emotional adjustment and stress in university students have been one of 

the common and heated topics in research. University students suffer from stress due to factors 

such as environmental change and academic expectations (Hamaideh, 2009). This has been 

linked to high suicide rates. Starting from 2007, the suicide rate among those aged 15 to 24 years 

old has risen from 9.6 deaths per 100,000 to 11.1 within only six years (Scelfo, 2015). Regret 

could be one contributing factor to this issue as findings has reveal that one of the most common 

regrets people have involves education-related issues, either not having tried hard enough in their 

studies or missing out on educational opportunities (Kinnier & Metha, 1989).     

 Decisions are being made almost all the time throughout people‘s life no matter big or 

small; it could be about what to eat for dinner or whether to marry or not. While there are correct 

choices, decisions can also go wrong. When people blame themselves and think about how a 

different choice or action could have made the situation better, they experience a negative 

emotion called ‗regret‘ (Marcatto & Ferrante, 2008; Zeelenberg, van Dijk, Manstead, & der 

Pligt, 1998a). Regret is fairly common such that up to 90 percents of adults experience it 

(Wrosch, Bauer, & Scheier, 2005). In people‘s daily conversation, Shimanoff (as cited in 

Zeelenberg, 1999) revealed that regret was revealed to be the most frequently mentioned 

negative emotion and second only to the word love in terms of emotion in general. While regret 

can be adaptive such that its unpleasantness motivates people to take remedial actions to undo 

the cause of regret (Zeelenberg, 1999), many research has shown that it could be damaging at the 

same time. Regret uniquely predicted 11.9 percent of variance in depression (Lecci, Okun, & 

Karoly, 1994). It was shown to be correlated to greater secretion of cortisol or the stress hormone 
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in adults (Wrosch, Bauer, Miller, & Lupien, 2007), as well as sleep disturbances in nurses and 

physicians (Courvoisier, Agoritsas, Perneger, Schmidt, & Cullati, 2011). In general, regret was 

associated with lower life satisfaction (Pethtel & Chen, 2014). Rumination is one possible 

response people have toward regret.  

 Rumination is the process of thinking in circles which may have its origins towards 

resolving internal conflict (Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004). This is how past literature has found 

the relationship between regret and rumination. Once a person feels regret, some models of 

rumination would state that rumination would occur in order for the person to make sense of 

their situation (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1993; Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004; Ingersoll-

Dayton,Torges, & Krause, 2010). However, rumination is not only an effect from regret or a 

negative affect. Other research has found rumination to be the mediating factor towards 

depressive symptoms (Orth, Berking, & Burkhardt, 2006; Ingersoll-Dayton et al., 2010). To this 

extent, rumination was indicated to be related to depression as well as anxiety (Papageorgiou & 

Wells, 2004). Moreover, as rumination was found to intensify negative affect (Lyubomirsky & 

Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Almeda & Kessler, 1998), it is an area worth exploring to further 

understand, if not to find an intervention to improve well-being to those affected by it. As recent 

research in Eastern psychology has found, mindfulness is one of the rising techniques used to 

increase well-being in the context of repetitive thoughts (Feldman, Greeson, & Senville, 2010).  

 The concept and practice of mindfulness has gained tremendous interest from 

psychological research and clinical practice in the recent decades (Pickert, 2014). Scientific 

publications and general media have given continuous positive reports on the benefits of 

mindfulness. This might be attributed to the proven effect of mindfulness practices and 
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mindfulness-based clinical interventions in the promotion of physical and mental well-being and 

the treatment of various psychological disorders. Research has found that mindfulness practices 

can reduce stress (Khoury, Sharma, Rush, & Fournier, 2015), depression (Williams, 2008) and 

anxiety (Evans et al., 2008). It was also found to prevent relapse of many psychological disorders 

(Chiesa & Serretti, 2011; Piet & Hougaard, 2011; Witkiewitz, Marlatt, & Walker, 2005) and 

promote general health and well-being (Greeson, 2008; Brown & Ryan, 2003). Since 

mindfulness allows the person to focus on the present moment experiences while opening up to 

all thoughts, feelings, and sensations non-judgmentally, it can tackle unhelpful thought processes 

such as rumination (Querstret & Cropley, 2013). Although vast amount of research has been 

published on the direct effects of mindfulness in the prevention and treatment of mental illnesses, 

little is known on its moderating role on the relationship between two important factors related to 

these problems: regret and rumination. 

 The purpose of the current study aimed to explore the moderation effect of mindfulness 

on the relationship between rumination and regret. Rumination and regret have been topics of 

interest in the past decade due to their relevance with depressive symptoms and negative 

outcomes. Some past research around these two topics have found a circular relationship, where 

rumination can increase regret as well as vice versa. The main purpose of this study was not to 

question this relationship, but to examine how mindfulness can affect it. We examined regret as a 

dependent variable in this study because we were interested in whether mindfulness was able to 

reduce regret specifically. Mindfulness, interpreted as a cognitive aspect, has been shown to 

influence negative thinking as an intervention of negative affect. Following the implied 

correlations, it would seem that mindfulness may be able to influence the relationship between 
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rumination and regret. The use following this rationale was thus to see whether mindfulness may 

aid in reducing regret by influencing the cognitive aspect of negative thinking, which is 

rumination. Since regret may be a factor that put university students at risk of suicide, it would 

be beneficial to understand the relationships between regret, rumination, and mindfulness as it 

may be possible to help reduce and prevent the negative consequences. 

Literature Review 

Rumination  

Definition. Rumination has been defined in a similar yet distinctly different manner 

throughout previous research. One of the first definitions given was by Rippere (1977), who gave 

a general statement that rumination was a repetitive and persistent depressive thinking process 

that commonly stems from negative affect. As the development of depression became a growing 

concern, this link between rumination and depressive thinking was further studied, and more 

comprehensive definitions were created to describe rumination. Martin and Tesser further 

defined rumination as the recurring thoughts that are not dependent upon direct external cues, 

though indirect cues may play a role in maintaining the recurrent thought process (as cited in 

Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004). However, this definition does not directly mention closely related 

factors such as depression that was the original motivation for further study of rumination. 

 One of the bigger contributors in rumination research, Nolen-Hoeksema (1991), defined 

rumination as a function relating to depression where one repetitively and passively think about 

the cause, meaning, and consequence of their depressive symptoms. However, some of Nolen-

Hoeksema‘s research on the measurement of rumination led to criticisms about the overlapping 

construct between rumination, depression, and worry (Smith & Alloy, 2009). Since then, other 
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researchers have tried to define rumination in more contextual terms. Conway, Csank, Holm, and 

Blake (2000), for example, saw rumination as repetitive thoughts pertaining to current situation 

contributing to one‘s distress and sadness. Researchers such as Alloy and colleagues have also 

made extensions to Nolen-Hoeksema‘s definition by adding a stress-reactive component, 

described as one‘s tendency to ruminate in response to stressful life events. This is distinct from 

other definitions because it suggests that rumination occurs before affect or depressive mood 

(Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004). An interesting addition to these definitions is the subtypes of 

rumination. Rumination was found to have two subtypes: brooding and reflection. Brooding 

rumination was found to be related to the development of depressive symptoms over time and 

was considered as a maladaptive coping strategy while reflective rumination was indicated to be 

an adaptive strategy used to cope with negative affect (Burwell & Shirk, 2007; Treynor, 

Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003). 

 Based on these definitions from past researchers, it appeared that rumination has 

influence in many other factors in relation to affect. The link between rumination and distress of 

negative affect seemed to be well supported. After comparison of these different definitions, it 

seemed that Nolen-Hoeksema‘s (1991) definition of rumination with the further extension from 

Alloy and colleagues (Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004) would best fit the current research. The 

notion that rumination may be an important aetiology for depression (Alloy & Abramson, 1999) 

is an important consideration to be discussed later on in this research. Especially since this 

extension implies that rumination may be considered as a trait rather than as only a state that 

responds to affect. Moreover, the addition of brooding rumination (Burwell & Shirk, 2007; 

Treynor et al., 2003) consolidates the notion of a maladaptive rumination that is related to 
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negative affect such as depression and dysphoria. Thus, the current research defined rumination 

as the repetitive thought process that is characterised as brooding, self-focused, dwelling on the 

negatives and goal discrepancies, and having a tendency to increase negative affect, particularly 

about past or present events (Almeda & Kessler, 1998; Burwell & Shirk, 2007; Lyubomirsky & 

Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 

2008; Smith & Alloy, 2009; Treynor, Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003). 

 Models and processes. Rumination poses an interesting question to researchers. What is 

rumination, and what functions or effects does it have? Several researchers have examined the 

possible outcomes, and generally linked rumination to negative thinking and other negative 

affect disorders such as dysphoria (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995) and depression 

(Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). Upon these findings, certain models arose in an attempt to 

explain rumination. The most prominent one is based on the researcher Nolen-Hoeksema (Smith 

& Alloy, 2009). In this model, the concept of rumination was based from the Response Styles 

Theory (RST), which indicated that rumination is in essence a mechanism in response to one‘s 

negative affect in order to make sense of it (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991). Despite its popularity, 

however, this model has been criticized for its lack of relation to biological and cognitive 

processes. Its overlap with depression and worry was also critiqued. Another model that arose in 

extension of the RST was the Stress-Reactive Rumination (SRR) model (Robinson & Alloy, 

2003). This model suggested that negative cognitive styles paired with SRR, the tendency to 

ruminate after a stressful event, led to an increased risk of developing depression. This was 

supported by a prospective study which found that this SSR model was able to predict major and 

hopelessness depressive episodes in terms of their onset, number, and duration (Robinson & 
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Alloy).  

 Other models have also been explored as research in rumination expands to other relating 

factors. The Rumination on Sadness model that was based from Conway et al.‘s (2000) looked 

specifically on rumination and sadness. This was a good model that can predict sadness, but it 

was lacking in generalization to other related negative affects other than sadness, such as 

depression (Smith & Alloy, 2009). The Goal Progress Theory also presented another aspect of 

rumination. It fell in line with the definition developed by Martin and Tesser (as cited in 

Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004), where no motivation to resolve emotional distress was involved, 

but rather that rumination was a response to goal dissonance or failure to reach a goal (Smith & 

Alloy). Other models have been brought up as well, such as the Self-Regulatory Executive 

Functional theory and the Cognitive Emotional Regulation model, but these other models tend to 

have criticisms in overlapping constructs and make measurements of rumination difficult to 

obtain (Smith & Alloy). 

 Rumination and other factors. Within the RST, rumination was defined as having 

negative thinking, dwelling on mostly past and present events and the discrepancies between 

one‘s current and target goals (Smith & Alloy, 2009). With this definition, researchers have 

found relationships linking rumination with dysphoria, depression, and recently, aggression. As 

research continues, it also became increasingly important to distinguish rumination from other 

similarly related constructs.  

 Rumination and worry. One main construct commonly confused with rumination is 

worry. Rumination and worry has strikingly similar characteristics, such as being self-focused, 

repetitive, and pervasive in nature (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). However, some distinguishing 
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traits can separate rumination from worry. Rumination focuses more on the past or present, self-

worth, meaning, and loss. On the other hand, worry focuses more on the future and anticipated 

threats (Nolen-Hoeksema et al.). Past research has also mainly considered rumination as a state 

characteristic, in response to a negative affect or event. However, with recent interpretations, 

rumination can also be considered as a trait in its stability of response to triggering events over 

time (Smith & Alloy, 2009). Further differences include how a study in a non-clinical sample 

found that when compared to worry, rumination was more past-oriented, less verbal in nature, 

showed less effort and confidence in problem solving, and less compulsion to act (Papageorgiou 

& Wells, 2004). Some of these distinctions also appear significant in major depressive disorder 

and panic disorder samples, where less confidence in problem solving and having a more past-

orientation were differentiated in both samples while showing less effort to solve problems only 

differed in the panic disorder sample (Papageorgiou & Wells).  

 Rumination and dysphoria. Rumination is not only a negative affect that stands on its 

own; it also affects other areas of well-being. One of these areas is in emotions or affects, such as 

dysphoria. Dysphoria, a state of unease or dissatisfaction, has been studied with rumination and 

their effects to problem solving (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995). Results from this 

study found that rumination influenced dysphoric symptoms by that it exacerbated depressive 

thinking. This linked rumination with negative thinking, which was proposed to have led to self-

doubts about one‘s abilities as well as enhance the magnitude of a problem. In turn, these thought 

patterns affect one‘s ability to solve problems. Ironically, the reasons for engaging in rumination 

were found to be related to a person‘s belief about its outcome. A person tended to ruminate if he 

or she believed that it would lead to a positive outcome or resolution (Papageorgiou & Wells, 
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2004). In a study by Lyubomirsky and Nolen-Hoeksema (1993), dysphorics felt that the induced 

rumination helped them gain insight towards their problems. However, if he or she picked up 

negative beliefs about the outcomes of rumination during that time, it could lead to depressive 

symptoms (Papageorgiou & Wells). Interestingly, if one removed rumination, dysphoric people 

showed signs of normal problem solving skills (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1993). This 

implied not only that rumination has a strong influence on negative cognition and affect, but also 

the possibility that interventions toward rumination may also help others with affect disorders 

such as depression or anxiety.  

 Rumination and depression and anxiety. Depression is another disorder found to be 

related with rumination. Nolen-Hoeksema (2000) found that rumination may be able to predict 

depressive episodes in terms of new onsets and their chronicity, as well as some anxiety 

symptoms. It was also found that the tendency to ruminate was influenced by metacognitive 

beliefs as well, where a positive belief that rumination may help resolve one‘s distress could lead 

one to ruminate. However, if one‘s belief about rumination changed to a negative belief during 

this process, the outcome could lead to depression (Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004). This indicated 

how cognitive processes such as belief and rumination may influence the development of 

depression. 

 Another related study examined how rumination mediates the effects of shame on 

depression (Orth et al., 2006). This study was based on the aspect in rumination theory that 

rumination occurs when one perceives threat to one‘s fundamental need, such as the need to 

belong. An interesting finding in this study was in how the results distinguished between shame 

and guilt. While shame was found to have an effect on depression through rumination, guilt did 
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not. This was because guilt was a self-perception rather than other-perception of one‘s self, thus 

not leading to a threat in one‘s fundamental need (Orth et al.). Rumination was also found to 

mediate between unforgiveness and depressive symptoms in older adults (Ingersoll-Dayton et al., 

2010). One of the results from a study by Ingersoll-Dayton et al. was how the perception of 

unforgiveness from others had a direct relationship with depressive symptoms in older adults. 

This is consistent with the implication that others‘ perception of oneself has an important 

relational role with depressive symptoms. A related and interesting point in this study was in 

how the authors defined unforgiveness towards oneself as regret. What was found was how self-

unforgiveness, or regret, was indirectly related to depressive symptoms through rumination 

(Ingersoll-Dayton et al.). 

 Along with this association, other related factors were also found to be connected with 

rumination: negative thinking, reduced instrumental behaviour, and reduced social support 

(Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). When rumination was paired with negative cognition, problem 

solving skills and self-confidence also decreased (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995). 

There has been challenges in interpreting the findings related to these relationships, such as 

inconsistent data on the relationship between rumination and regret in a predictive manner 

(Nolen-Hoeksema et al.). However, the gravity of these limitations may be attenuated due to the 

current study‘s focus on rumination having a correlational relationship with negative cognition 

and affect such as regret rather than having a predictive relationship. Moreover, it was not certain 

which type of rumination was measured more between brooding or reflection. 

 Rumination and aggression. Interestingly, aggression was also found to be related to 

rumination. In a study by Pedersen et al. (2010), self-focused rumination was compared to 
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provocation-focused rumination. The results showed similarities in angry affect, but differed in 

which state of aggression each rumination type affects. In the self-focused rumination, a 

mediation effect of self-critical affect and angry affect was found between self-focused 

rumination and displaced aggression. Results showed a significant beta value of 0.35 between 

self-focused rumination and self-critical negative affect, while self-critical and negative affect 

showed a significant positive correlation with displaced aggression with a beta value of 0.34, 

both with a p value of less than .05. On the other hand, provocation-focused rumination was 

found to only influence angry affect as well as aggressive action cognition and cardiovascular 

arousal. The key difference here is in how the self-focused rumination showed more cognitive 

and affect outcomes, while the provocation-focused rumination showed more tendencies to act 

and has influence over biological functions (Pedersen et al., 2010). This implied that although 

aggression is of a different nature than dysphoria and depression, it is still a negative affect that 

is influenced by rumination. 

 Rumination as a cognitive process. The relationships found between rumination and 

negative affect such as depression and aggression implied that rumination is fundamentally a 

cognitive process that can be influenced and modified. Cognitive-based modification, priming or 

modifying one‘s cognition to be neutral or brooding, has shown significant differences in 

rumination. Those with a self-focused mindset tend to brood and have more negative cognitions. 

When induced into negative biases, an increase in state rumination was found. Similar results 

were also found for those with depressive characteristics. The effects of the cognitive 

modifications were not long-term, but depended on recurring distributions across time and 

context (Hertel, Mar, Ferrari, Hunt, & Agrawal, 2014). The main characteristic of rumination 
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that was found to be of particular interest was in its self-focused characteristic. This led to the 

implication that cognitive-based therapy, such as mindfulness, may help reduce rumination and 

in turn aid in reducing depressive symptoms, depression relapse, and preventing depression in 

general (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). In addition, the distinction between brooding and 

reflection rumination in terms of coping strategies (Burwell & Shirk, 2007; Treynor et al., 2003) 

indicated that rumination, as a cognitive component, may have influence over negative affect 

after all. 

Regret 

 Definition. Regret is one of the more complex negative emotions that arise after poor 

decisions have been made (Marcatto & Ferrante, 2008). People can feel regret both for having 

done something (action) and for failing to take certain actions or opportunities (inaction; 

Gilovich & Medvec, 1995). Depending on the field of research, different conceptualizations of 

regret have been proposed. One of the earliest conceptualizations of regret came from the field of 

economics. Based on this approach, regret was defined as the differences between the actual 

payoff and the highest possible payoff that could have been obtained had other routes have been 

taken (Schoeffler, 1962). Although regret usually implies events of the past, economists tend to 

study regret in future setting or ‗anticipated regret‘ and look at its effect on decision making. 

Originally, it was thought that people make decisions based on anticipated utility and choose the 

option with the most value (Landman, 1987). However, because findings showed that people do 

take into account emotional outcomes, the traditional logic was violated (Gilovich & Medvec, 

1995).  

 Forming the basis of the economic approach is the idea of ‗regret aversion‘, whereby 
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people choose the option that allows them to minimize the possibility of future regret even if it 

means giving up on monetary profits (Gilovich & Medvec, 1995). This economic approach 

focused solely on the ―outcome‖ and argued that without the feedback or knowledge about the 

result of either the chosen or unchosen alternatives, people would feel no regret (Gilovich & 

Medvec, 1995; Tsiros, 1998). Despite being utilized by many studies, this concept was too 

limited. It failed to take into account the decisional and behavioural components that lead to the 

unwanted outcome in the first place, as well as people‘s capacity to ―imagine‖ about alternatives 

(Gilovich & Medvec, 1995).  

 Filling in these gaps, the psychologists defined regret as a cognitively-based emotion and 

often referred to it as a counterfactual emotion, suggesting the relationship between regret and 

counterfactual thinking (CFT) (Gilovich & Medvec, 1995; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; 

Nyklícek, Vingerhoets, & Zeelenberg, 2011). CFT is a cognitive process whereby people 

appraise and compare ―what actually happened‖ to the imagined alternatives of ―what might or 

could have happened‖ (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). There are two types of CFT: upward and 

downward CFTs. While upward CFT involves the comparison between the reality and a better 

alternative, downward CFT involves comparing the reality to a worse alternative (Lee & Cotte, 

2009). Regret in this line of research, was often described as an emotion that results from the 

process of an upward CFT (Marcatto & Ferrante, 2008). 

  It was suggested that the more salient or the easier it is to imagined about a more 

desirable option, the more intense the regret will be (Gilovich & Medvec, 1995). Although 

phrased differently, this definition of regret was used as the framework for many papers. For 

instance, Roese et al. (2009) who studied regret in relation to depression and anxiety has defined 
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regret as ― a negative emotion colored by the inference that a personal action might have brought 

about a different, more desirable outcome‖. Similarly, Marcatto and Ferrante (2008) described 

regret as ―a counterfactual emotion that one experiences after realizing or imagining that a better 

outcome could have been obtained, had one decided differently‖.  

 Beyond the general definition, there were also researchers who proposed a 

multidimensional model of regret (Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002; Lee & Cotte, 2009). 

According to the decision justification theory, regret is composed of two components, one of 

them being the quality of the outcome and the other one being the justification of the process 

leading up to the decision, in which unjustified decisions are experienced in the form of self-

blame (Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002). Although these two components sum up into the feeling 

of regret, they may vary independently (Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002; Lee & Cotte, 2009). 

According to the example given by Connolly and Zeelenberg (2002), a drunk person who has 

driven home safely may feel satisfied with the outcome but blames himself or herself on the 

hindsight for not choosing to use a taxi instead; after all, there was a high risk of getting into an 

accident by choosing to drive.  

 The definition of regret from the psychological perspective was used in this paper; there 

were three reasons for doing so. First of all, unlike the economic approach, psychological 

approach encompasses both the decisional and the outcome components, and also acknowledges 

people‘s ability to imagine. Moreover, the fact that it links CFT to regret coincided with the aim 

of this paper which intended to focus on the underlying cognitive processes of regret. Lastly, this 

study was interested in regret as one whole emotional state and has no intention to separately 

elaborate on the differential elements which might affects regret intensity; hence, the 
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multidimensional model was disregarded. Therefore, in this research, regret was defined as a 

negative emotional state that tends to be experienced in situations of intrapersonal harm, when a 

person has realized that if he or she had decided or acted differently in the past, a better outcome 

could have been obtained (Berndsen, van der Pligt, Doosje, & Manstead, 2004; Marcatto & 

Ferrante, 2008). The reason why we as the researchers described regret as an intrapersonal 

emotion will be explained in the next section.  

Regret and other factors. 

 Regret and guilt. Regret is often confused with the emotion of guilt, such that both are 

related to bad decisions and the feeling of responsibility for causing unwanted outcomes 

(Berndsen et al., 2004). Nonetheless, researchers who investigated these emotions within the 

context of intrapersonal and interpersonal harm suggested that they can be differentiated both 

conceptually and statistically. In a study using thought scenarios, average regret was shown to be 

significantly higher than guilt when the bad decision described caused harm to oneself rather 

than to others, and vice versa (Berndsen et al., 2004). Regret emphasizes broadly on one‘s 

―failure‖ in attaining the best result, but guilt on the contrary deals with actions that are 

perceived to be morally wrong and is related to the desire to be forgiven by the victim of those 

actions (Ben-Ze'ev, 2001; Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994). However, this is not to say that in 

situations of interpersonal harm there will be no regret at all.  

 Zeelenberg and Breugelmans (2008) found a contradicting result such that regret was 

equally induced in both situations of intrapersonal and interpersonal harm. Nevertheless, it has to 

be pointed out that Zeelenberg and Breugelmans (2008) only tested the condition under which 

regret and guilt will be elicited but they did not consider the effect of levels or the severity of the 
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consequences on the intensity of the induced emotions. Berndsen et al. (2004); on the other hand, 

found that while guilt increased with the levels of interpersonal harm, regret increased only with 

levels of intrapersonal harm. This suggested that although possibility exists for regret to be 

involved in both situations, the extent at which it varies weight more on the decisions and 

behaviours that result in harm to oneself. Moreover, a significant correlation was found between 

regret and guilt in the situation of interpersonal harm (Zeelenberg & Breugelmans, 2008); hence 

implying an overlap in the construct of the two emotions under this particular condition. Since 

this paper intended to measure the construct unique to regret, regret was defined as an 

intrapersonal emotion.  

         Regret and disappointment. Regret was also found to share similar characteristics with 

disappointment, an emotion that is also a result of bad decisions and upward CFT. Nevertheless, 

by letting participants fill out questionnaires after asking them to recall and appraise past 

emotional experiences, Frijda, Kuipers, and Ter Schure (1989) found that regret can be 

differentiated from disappointment by its high rating on the dimension of ―self-agency‖. It was 

shown that while disappointment involved blaming uncontrollable factors for the bad outcome, 

feeling powerless, and lacking the motivation to do anything, regret was related to the attribution 

of oneself as the cause of the event, thoughts on what one could have done differently, and the 

desire for another chance (Van Dijk & Zeelenberg, 2002; Zeelenberg et al., 1998a). These 

characteristics were reflected in the differences between counterfactual thought content that lead 

to regret and disappointment (Zeelenberg et al., 1998b). In a study by Zeelenberg et al. (1998b), 

participants were instructed to recall either a disappointing or a regretful personal experience and 

were asked to list counterfactual thoughts they had about what and how they wanted to undo the 
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event. Participants in the disappointment condition were shown to have more ―situation-focused 

counterfactuals‖ such as how the test could have been easier (Zeelenberg et al., 1998b). On the 

contrary, participants in the regret condition reported more self-directed ―behaviour-focused 

counterfactuals‖ such as how one could have studied harder (Zeelenberg et al., 1998b).     

 Effects of regret. Regret, although categorised as a negative emotion, does have its 

benefits. Regret aids learning process (Zeelenberg, 1999). By allowing people to associate bad 

decisions with negative feeling or unpleasantness, past mistakes would be better remembered; 

hence, people would be less likely to repeat the same mistake (Zeelenberg, 1999). In support of 

this, Camille et al. (2004) found that the experience of regret was linked to the activation of the 

orbitofrontal cortex, a brain region responsible for learning and planning, and also participants‘ 

ability to choose a more advantageous option in a gambling game. Furthermore, regret functions 

as a warning sign indicating that something has to be attended to (Roese et al., 2009). Its aversive 

nature motivates people to fix and erase the cause of regret (Zeelenberg, 1999). Since regret 

involves mental simulations and thoughts about what one could have done differently to produce 

a better result, it also prepares an individual in case he or she encounter a similar situation in the 

future (Zeelenberg, 1999).  

 Nevertheless, despite the functions, regret that goes on unresolved could be maladaptive 

(Torges, Stewart, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2008). Because regret is characterized by the perception 

of self as the cause of bad outcomes, it was found to be linked to the sense of responsibility, self-

blame, and ultimately the desire to punish oneself (Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002; Zeelenberg et 

al., 1998a). In a questionnaire-based study, regret was shown to be related to lower happiness 

and higher depression (Schwartz et al., 2002). Even after controlling for dispositional factors, 
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Pethtel and Chen (2014) found that life regret significantly predicted lower life satisfaction. 

Biologically, adults with high regret were shown to have higher stress as implied by greater 

cortisol secretion (Wrosch et al., 2007). Moreover, according to both quantitative and qualitative 

studies, regret appeared to be related to physical symptoms such as joint pain, stomachache and 

headache (Courvoisier et al., 2011; Wrosch et al., 2007).  

 Behaviorally, due to regret, medical staff reported having difficulty sleeping and felt less 

confident in their skills (Courvoisier et al., 2011). Sleepiness may further lead to fatigue, lower 

concentration, vigilance, worse cognitive processing which may go on to affect job 

performances, and just like a vicious cycle, contribute to more decision regret (Scott, Arslanian-

Engoren, & Engoren, 2014). Conversely, Torges et al. (2008) observed better coping and 

adaptation after the loss of loved ones in people who were able to resolve bereavement related 

regret. This was demonstrated by the decrease in depression and anxiety, as well as better well-

being in the long term (Torges et al., 2008). These findings pointed to the importance and the 

advantage in reducing the feeling of regret.  

Rumination and Regret: The Circular Relationship 

  As previously stated, regret may happen as a motivator to correct a wrong, or as a 

learning experience for future reference (Zeelenberg, 1999). In doing so, this justification can 

reduce cognitive dissonance, and thus distress. However, when this is not resolved in a timely 

manner, rumination may occur (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1993; Papageorgiou & Wells, 

2004; Ingersoll-Dayton et al., 2010). As mentioned in the RST, one of the functions of 

rumination is to make sense of negative affect after a prolonged period of time (Nolen-

Hoeksema, 1991). The repetitive nature of rumination was thought to serve the purpose of 
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figuring out the purpose of one choice over another alternative. However, rumination also has an 

influence on the negative affect. Prolonged rumination has been shown to exacerbate and 

perpetuate one‘s negative affect. Since regret is widely accepted as one of the negative emotions 

(Gilovich & Medvec, 1995), it is therefore expected to increase with rumination.  

 The relationship between rumination and regret may then be inferred as a circulatory one. 

While the creation of regret may lead to rumination, rumination may also perpetuate regret, 

which would lead to further rumination (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Almeda & 

Kessler, 1998). This cycle is indicative of the relationship between cognition and affect in how 

one is not independent, or merely a cause-effect, of the other. To support this notion, some 

studies found direct links from regret to rumination, F(1, 149) = 12.78, p ≤ .001; specifically 

those who were able to resolved their regrets within six months after losing their loved ones were 

lower on rumination (Torges, Stewart, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2008). Other studies have found 

correlations between them; repetitive thinking and regret was shown to be significantly 

positively correlated with a Pearson‘s r value of 0.41(Roese et al., 2009). The finding that 

rumination can be modified through cognitive bias (Hertel et al., 2014) and that it may be an 

aetiology rather than only an effect of negative affects such as depression (Alloy & Abramson, 

1999), implies the important role rumination plays as a cognitive process towards negative affect 

(Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Almeda & Kessler, 1998; Orth et al., 2006; Ingersoll-

Dayton et al., 2010). This role may also apply for similar negative affects such as anxiety and, 

more relevantly, regret. 

 This circular relationship points towards a negative pattern between cognition and 

emotion. One of the most effective interventions for dealing with negative patterns is through 
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cognitive means. Mindfulness, which can also be considered as a meta-cognition helps reduce 

negative thought patterns such as rumination by increasing understanding and allowing those 

thoughts to pass non-judgmentally (Williams & Kuyken, 2012). Thus, it may be inferred that 

mindfulness may also aid in reducing regret as an intervention through rumination. It would then 

follow that mindfulness would help reduce rumination, which would in turn help reduce the 

effects of regret. 

Mindfulness 

         Definition. Mindfulness originated from Buddhist belief of Satipatthana Sutta, which 

involves being in the here and now and the remembrance of the changing self and the world to 

facilitate empathic connections with others and the environment (Brazier, 2013). In fact, 

mindfulness is considered one of the core components in Buddhist teaching. Mindfulness can be 

achieved through the practice of meditation which in its traditional context aims to achieve 

morality, virtue, compassion, wisdom (Shonin, Gordon, & Singh, 2015) and ultimately, 

liberation, to ending all personal suffering (Thera, 1962).  

 The concept of mindfulness was first popularized in the West by Jon Kabat-Zinn who 

invented mindfulness-based stress reduction program to assist people who experience both 

physical and psychological distress. According to Kabat-Zinn (1990), mindfulness is the 

awareness that result from attending purposefully to the present experiences, nonjudgmentally. 

Through time, the definition of mindfulness has been invented and reinvented to facilitate 

different research purposes. Mindfulness is viewed either as a state, a trait, or a set of skills and 

techniques (Brown, Ryan, & Creswell, 2007). 

 Another well accepted definition include Bishop‘s two-component model of mindfulness 
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(Bishop et al, 2004). The first component involves self-regulation of attention on present 

moment experience. Being conscious on the moment-to-moment experience allows one to pay 

attention to one‘s breath while also being able to detect incoming thoughts, feelings, or 

sensations. The self-regulated sustaining of attention to present moment experiences allows for 

the inhibition of secondary elaborative processes which therefore cease the loop of automatic and 

uncontrolled thoughts, which can lead to rumination. The second component involves having a 

curious, open, and accepting orientation toward those experiences. Mindfulness is not thought 

suppression. Instead it requires noticing the experiences then drawing back attention to the 

breath. As a result, more attentional resources were used for the current experiences. In essence, 

Bishop saw mindfulness as a self-regulation of attention that requires sustained-attention, 

attention switching, and the inhibition of elaborative processes. since mindfulness involves 

monitoring and control, it can be considered as a metacognition (Nelson, Stuart, Howard, & 

Cowley, 1999; Flavell, 1979).  

 Mindfulness as a trait. Although there are many different definitions of mindfulness, we 

believed it is best to conceptualize mindfulness as a psychological trait of being open, accepting, 

and non-judgmental of one‘s current moment experiences. Brown and Ryan (2003) regarded 

mindfulness as an inherent disposition. This meant that each individual possess different levels 

of mindfulness which is consistent through time and situations. This is possibly due to human‘s 

natural variation in the level of clarity and sensitivity of their thought processes. Some are more 

inclined to employ automatic response to a situation while others give more attention and 

awareness to their actions (Wallace, 1999). Using the Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale 

(MAAS), Brown and Ryan were able to distinguish expert practitioner of Zen meditation with 
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the general adult population. Mindfulness score increased with the duration of meditation 

training across time as mindfulness is incorporated into one‘s inherent disposition, but was not 

related to the current practice of mindfulness (i.e., state mindfulness).  

 We acknowledged the different definitions of mindfulness; however, it was 

conceptualized as a trait for our research aim which saw mindfulness as an inherent ability that a 

person needs in order to tackle states of rumination and regret. In addition, mindfulness was 

regarded as a trait in the present research with the acknowledgement of the fact that it involves 

metacognitive ability, which is unique to individuals (Bishop et al, 2004). Metacognition is the 

core component which drives regret and rumination. Therefore, differences in trait mindfulness 

could lead to an alteration of metacognitive processes, which in turn could lead to a reduction in 

the states of regret and rumination.  

 Mindfulness-based interventions. Various mindfulness-based interventions have been 

invented to serve as an alternative method to modern medicine in the prevention and treatment of 

psychological illnesses and disorders. Evidence from studies using randomized controlled trials 

showed that mindfulness-based interventions such as mindfulness-based stress reduction 

(MBSR; Kabat-Zinn, 1982) and mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT; Segal, Williams, 

& Teasdale, 2002) not only helped reduce negative emotional states, it also helped reduce the 

likelihood of relapse of these illnesses and even improved the quality of life for both ill and 

healthy individuals (Gu, Strauss, Bond, & Cavanagh, 2015). These programs are widely used in 

clinical settings as well as in schools, organizations, prisons, hospitals, or regarded as a general 

mode of being for many people (Pickert, 2014).   
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Mindfulness and other factors.  

 Mindfulness and rumination. According to McLaughlin and Nolen-Hoeksema (2011), 

many mindfulness-based interventions were found to be effective in the treatment of anxiety and 

depression because it helped stop the process of rumination, which served as the main 

mechanism in the ongoing experience of these negative mental states. Trait mindfulness and 

rumination, in fact, were found to be highly correlated to each other, showing a strong negative 

relationship (Wilkinson & Goodyer, 2008). Borders, Earleywine, and Jajodia (2010) found a 

significant negative correlation between mindfulness and rumination with a Pearson‘s r value of 

 -0.48. A recent study by Gu, Strauss, Bond, and Cavanagh (2015) has also found that rumination 

and worry was found to be one of the most important mediators for the success of mindfulness-

based interventions in the improvement of mental health outcomes. Bergomi, Strohle, Michalak, 

Funke, and Berking (2013) suggested that rumination is a normal human experience, which may 

become dysfunctional if uncontrolled. Mindfulness can allow the person to better handle and 

adapt to these negative emotion and lessen its impact on psychological health. Williams and 

Kuyken (2012) reasoned that mindfulness allows the individual to observe everything in their 

mind compassionately as they occur. However, instead of judging and reacting to them, the 

individual shifts his or her perspective to realize that his or her thoughts, feelings, and sensations 

are merely just what it is and might not hold a definite association with the self. The observed 

experiences are a separate entity; therefore, the individual is not required to step in and react to 

them. This allows the individual to be detached from the cycle, breaking the endless loop of 

negative thinking.  
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 Mindfulness and regret. Regret as mentioned, is a cognitively-based emotion that arises 

when people think about and reflect on past events and sometime when trying to predict how 

much regret they would feel as a result of their future decisions (Gilovich & Medvec, 1995; 

Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). This implied that those who experience this negative emotion are 

people who tend to live in the past and future but not the present (Noonan, 2014). Moreover, 

regret was found to be related to the feeling of self-blame and self-punishment, where people 

hold themselves responsible for the bad outcomes that happened (Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002; 

Zeelenberg et al., 1998a). Mindfulness on the other hand allows the person to focus on the 

present rather than things that are out of their control. Mindfulness practice of meditation helps 

draw awareness and attention to the present moment experiences, specifically to one‘s breath. 

All thoughts, feeling, and sensations; however, are allowed into one‘s attention without judgment 

(Kabat-Zinn, 1990). This allows the person to accept those experiences as it is and not obliged to 

react to them (Bishop et al., 2004). Furthermore, mindfulness practices let people understand 

their thoughts without linking it to the permanent self but to see it as a momentary passing event 

(Teasdale, Segal, & Williams, 1995). Although past research have yet to show the direct link 

between regret and mindfulness, knowing how both of theses factors work, it is very likely that 

the trait of mindfulness would be able to reduce people‘s regret via the underlying mechanisms 

that work directly against one another. 

 Mindfulness and psychological distress.  Many research has found that mindfulness 

practices lead to a reduction in anxiety and depression. A meta-analysis of 39 studies conducted 

by Hoffman, Sawyer, Witt, and Oh (2010) has shown that MBSR (Kabat-Zinn, 1982) and MBCT 

(Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002), which are the main mindfulness based interventions used 
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in most studies predicted a reduction of anxiety and depression for both clinical and general 

population. In addition, these effects are relatively stable and long-term. Various neuroimaging 

techniques have also been incorporated into research on the relationship between mindfulness 

and psychological distress. In a study conducted by Farb et al. (2010), participants watched sad 

films while they were under functional magnetic resonance imaging scan (fMRI). Participants 

who went through MBSR training had less neural activity than the control group in different 

brain areas associated with emotions. These brain areas also showed different patterns prior and 

post the MBSR training. This showed that mindfulness may allow people to have higher ability 

to regulate their emotion, which is the root cause of distress. In another interesting study 

conducted by Kuyken et al. (2008), participants who were at risk of depressive relapse were 

assigned to undergo either an MBCT intervention or the usual antidepressant medication (ADM). 

Relapse rates were measured 15 months following the treatment. Result showed that MBCT 

were 13% more effective than ADM in reducing depressive symptoms and its associating 

psychological comorbid symptoms. In addition, 75% of those who discontinued their ADM 

showed a higher reported quality of life. 

 Theory and mechanism of mindfulness. Shapiro, Carlson, Astin, and Freedman (2006) 

proposed a theory of mindfulness, IAA, which involves three axioms or building blocks: 

intention, attention, and attitude.  The first axiom, intention, involves having a sense of personal 

vision to the incorporation of mindfulness into one‘s life; that is, understands the purpose of 

mindfulness. The second axiom, attention, involves having the capacity to attend to or observe a 

moment-to- internal and external experiences.  Attention includes having sustained attention on a 

particular object, switching of attention between objects, and cognitive inhibition of secondary 
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elaborative experiences.  The third axiom, attitude, refers to the quality of awareness. This 

involves putting one ‗heart‘ into the practice, or being kind and open to all experiences including 

the aversive.  This allows for a non-judgmental attitude which is the core component of 

mindfulness. The IAA is a tri-axiomatic model, whereby the three axioms interact and influence 

each other. Together they create a re-perception of experiences, creating a shift in perspective, 

whereby one gains the ability to perceive internal experiences objectively rather than 

subjectively Thoughts, feelings, and sensations no longer become an extension of the self. This 

allows one to observe experiences with more clarity as they naturally occur and pass away. 

Shapiro et al. (2006) hypothesized that multiple mechanisms are involved in this shift. They 

include self-regulation (i.e., stability to changes), values clarification (i.e., finding one‘s true 

value), cognitive-behavioral flexibility (i.e., being adaptive and not overly identified with one‘s 

experiences), and exposure (i.e., reduces avoidance and denial of difficult emotions). 

Research Question 

 This research aimed to answer the question of how mindfulness can affect the 

relationship between rumination and regret. Specifically, we wanted to see whether mindfulness 

can reduce regret by acting on the process of rumination. 

Hypotheses 

1. There will be a significant positive correlation between rumination and regret. 

2. There will be a significant negative correlation between mindfulness and regret. 

3. There will be a significant negative correlation between rumination and mindfulness. 

4. The relationship between rumination and regret will be significantly moderated by 

mindfulness, such that the negative correlation between them will be attenuated for 
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those who are high on mindfulness. 

Samples & Variables 

1. Samples used in this research are Thai undergraduate students from Chulalongkorn University. 

2. Variables 

 a. Independent Variables 

  i. Rumination  

  ii. Mindfulness 

 b. Dependent Variable 

  i. Regret  

Conceptual Framework 

  

 

 

  

 

Operational definition 

 For the purpose of this research, the operational definition of each factor in this study has 

been drawn from a combination of the examined definitions for each factor. 

1. Rumination is the repetitive thought process that is characterized as brooding, self-

focused, dwelling on the negatives and goal discrepancies, and having a tendency to 

increase negative affect, particularly about past or present events (Lyubomirsky & 

Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Almeda & Kessler, 1998; Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Treynor, 

Rumination 

Mindfulness 

Regret 
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Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003; Burwell & Shirk, 2007; Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 

2008; Smith & Alloy, 2009). Rumination will be measured by using the Thai version 

of the Response Styles Questionnaire (RSQ). 

2. Mindfulness is a psychological trait of being open and accepting of one‘s thoughts, 

feelings, and sensations of the current moment without having a judgmental attitude 

towards its valence and the associating emotions (Bishop et al., 2004; Brown & Ryan, 

2003). Mindfulness will be measured by using the Thai version of the Freiburg 

Mindfulness Inventory. 

3. Regret is a negative emotion that tends to be experienced in situation involving 

intrapersonal harm when a person has realized that if he or she had decided or acted 

differently in the past, a better outcome could have been obtained (Berndsen et al., 

2004; Marcatto & Ferrante, 2008). Regret will be measured by using the Thai version 

of Breugelmans, Zeelenberg, Gilovich, Huang, and Shani‘s (2014) regret scale. 

Expected Benefits 

1. To understand the relationship between rumination and regret. 

2. To understand the relationship of mindfulness on regret. 

3. To expand on the understanding of rumination, regret, and mindfulness in Thai university 

students. 
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Chapter 2 

Method 

Participants 

 The sample and population was based on convenient sampling from a classroom at 

Chulalongkorn University. Based on Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham (2006) 

conceptual understanding of sample sizes, about 20 participants per group is needed to obtain a 

reliable outcome. This study collected data from 197 Thai undergraduate university students at 

Chulalongkorn University. Eight participants failed to answer all questions on the survey and 

were removed from analysis, leaving this study with a total of 189 participants. Participants were 

only of Thai or Asian ethnicity who are fluent in Thai language. Further demographic 

information can be seen in Table 8. 

Measurements  

 In this correlational quantitative research, we used three measurements in Thai: 

1. Response Styles Questionnaire (RSQ) 

2. Mindfulness Inventory 

3. Regret Scale 

 Rumination scale. The RSQ by Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow (1991) as adapted by 

Siripanit, Manasveepongsakul, and Ratanachatchuchai (2013) has 22 items (see Appendix A). 

The original items by Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow were rated using a 4-point Likert Scale, 

where participants were asked to rate from 1 (almost never), to 4 (almost all the time) how much 

they agree with each statement, as in Table 1. Scores were calculated by calculating the mean 

score; there were no reverse items. Higher scores indicated higher frequencies of rumination. 
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Examples of items include ―I think back to other times I have been depressed‖, ―I think about 

how hard it is to concentrate‖, and ―I go away by myself and think about why I feel this way‖. 

This scale was preferred because it has already been translated into Thai language and has been 

tested with a Cronbach alpha of .90 (Siripanit et al., 2013), with an original Cronbach alpha of 

.89 in the original English scale (Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991). 

Table 1 

Ratings in the RSQ 

Frequency Scoring/Rating 
Almost never 1 
Sometimes 2 
Often 3 
Almost all the time 4 
 

 The RSQ is compared to other rumination scales in Table 2. The Stress-Reactive 

Rumination Scale (SRRS) used by Alloy et al. (2000) was adapted from the RSQ, maintaining 

the 4-point Likert Scale format. This scale has a Cronbach alpha comparable to the RSQ. The 

Scott McIntosh Rumination Inventory (Scott & McIntosh, 1999) was used with Martin et al.‘s 

Goal-Progress Theory (as cited in Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004) to measure rumination as a 

function of goal dissonance when one fails to accomplish their goal in a satisfactory manner. 

Among these three prominent measurements of rumination, the RSQ by Nolen-Hoeksema & 

Morrow (1991) was most consistent with the current study. This was because the definition used 

by Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow was fairly consistent with the operational definition for 

rumination in this study. The improvement made by Alloy et al. seemed more of a state rather 

than trait measurement, since it required a stressful or negative life event before completing the 
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SRRS. The Scott McIntosh Rumination Inventory measures specifically for rumination in failure 

to reach a goal (Scott & McIntosh), which is not the type of rumination this study was interested 

in. The RSQ offers to measure the cognitive aspect of rumination that is consistent with the 

current study. It has also been widely used among Western researchers in the field of rumination, 

and has already been shown to have reliability within the targeted population, undergraduate 

students at Chulalongkorn University in Thailand (Siripanit et al., 2013), as well. 

Table 2 

Comparison of Rumination Scales 

Study Subjects How Measured Reliability 

Nolen-
Hoeksema & 
Morrow 
(1991);  
Siripanit et 
al. (2013) 

Undergraduate 
students 
 
Thai 
Undergraduate 
students 

Response Styles Questionnaire; 22 items; 4-
point Likert scale format; ―I think back to 
other times I have been depressed‖, ―I think 
about how hard it is to concentrate‖, and ―I go 
away by myself and think about why I feel 
this way‖ 

.89; 

.90 

Alloy et al. 
(2000) 

Freshmen 
university 
students 

Stress-Reactive Rumination Scale; degree of 
rumination about negative inferences to 
stressors; 25 items, nine subscales; 4-point 
Likert scale; rate items based on  frequency of 
their negative thoughts and negative 
inferences for each item after a negative life 
event; "Think about 
what the occurrence of the stressor means 
about you" and ―Think about how hard it is to 
concentrate‖ 

.89 

Martin et al. 
(1993); 
(Scott & 
McIntosh, 
1999) 

University 
students 

Scott McIntosh Rumination 
Inventory; nine items, three subscales; 7-point 
Likert scale; ―I often get distracted from what 
I'm doing by thoughts about something else‖ 
and ―I rarely become 'lost in thought'‖ 

full scale 
.57-.60; 
subscales 
.66-.77 

*Note: The SRRS was adapted from the RSQ 
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 Mindfulness scale. Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (Walach, Buchheld, Buttenmuller, 

Kleinknecht, & Schmidt, 2006) as adapted by Siripanit, Manasveepongsakul and 

Ratanachatchuchai (2013) was used in our study to measure mindfulness (see Appendix B). 

Mindfulness was assessed across four constructs which included: present-moment, non-

judgemental towards self and others, openness to negative mind states, and process oriented 

insight understanding. The measure was composed of 14 scale items, including one reverse 

scored item, rated using a 4-point Likert Scale format from from 1(rarely) to 4 (almost always), 

as seen in Table 3. Examples of items included: ‗I am open to the experience of the present 

moment;‘ ‗I accept unpleasant experiences.‘  

Table 3 

Ratings on the Mindfulness Scale 
 

Frequency Rating/ Scoring 
Rarely 1 
Occasionally 2 
Fairly Often 3 
Almost Always 4 
 

 The measure was chosen for its validity and reliability in measuring mindfulness. With an 

internal consistency of Cronbach alpha =.93, it was able to discriminate the level of mindfulness 

between subjects who are experienced and new to meditation. In addition, it was the most 

appropriate measure of mindfulness in a generalized context. Therefore, it was most suitable to 

measure mindfulness in our definition, which was regarded as a trait.  Freiburg Mindfulness 

Inventory (2006) is compared to other scales in Table 4.  
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Table 4  

Comparison of Mindfulness Scales 

Instrument name 
(Author) 

Subjects How Measured Reliability 
(Internal 
consistency) 

Five-facet 
mindfulness 
questionnaire 
(FFMQ; Baer et al., 
2006) 

Undergraduate 
students 

5 facets; 39 items; 5-point Likert 
scale; e.g., ‗I criticize myself for 
having irrational or inappropriate 
emotions.‘ ‗I am easily 
distracted.‘ 

0.84 

Kentucky Inventory 
of Mindfulness 
Skills (KIMS; Baer 
et al., 2004) 

Undergraduate 
students and sample 
of outpatients with 
borderline 
personality disorder 

4 facets; 39 items; 5-point 
response scale; e.g., ‗I disapprove 
of myself when I have irrational 
ideas.‘ ‗I‘m good at finding the 
words to describe my feelings.‘
  

0.80 

Cognitive and 
Affective 
Mindfulness Scale 
Revised (CAMS-R; 
Feldman et al., 
2006) 

University students 4 facets; 12 items; 4-point Likert 
scale; e.g., ‗I can tolerate 
emotional pain.‘ ‗I am able to 
accept the thoughts and feelings I 
have.‘ 

0.74 

Southampton 
Mindfulness 
Questionnaire 
(SMQ; Chadwick et 
al., 2008) 

Normal adult 
population and 
people with 
distressing psychosis 

4 facets; 16 items; 6-point 
response scale; e.g., ‗I judge 
myself as good or bad, depending 
on what the thought/image is 
about.‘ ‗I keep thinking about the 
thought/ image after it‘s gone.‘ 

0.80 

Mindful Attention 
Awareness Scale 
(MAAS; Brown and 
Ryan, 2003) 

Undergraduate 
students and general 
adult sample 

Measure attentional aspect of 
mindfulness; 15 items; 6-point 
Likert scale; e.g., ‗I find it 
difficult to stay focused on what‘s 
happening in the 
present.‘ ‗I rush through activities 
without being really attentive to 
them.‘ 

0.86 
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Freiburg 
Mindfulness 
Inventory (FMI; 
Walach et al., 2006) 

General population 
and people with 
psychological 
disorders 

Measure attention to present 
moment (presence) and non-
judgemental attitude aspect of 
mindfulness; 14 items; 4-point 
response scale; e.g., ‗I am open to 
the experience of the present 
moment.‘ ‗I accept unpleasant 
experiences.‘ 

0.83 

Langer Mindfulness 
Scale (LMS; Bodner 
and Langer, 2001; 
Pirson et al., 2012) 

American and Israeli 
Undergraduate 
students, university 
staffs, and general 
population 

Measure novelty seeking, 
engagement, and novelty 
producing aspect of mindfulness; 
14 items; 7-point response scale; 
e.g., ‗I am very curious.‘ ‗I am 
rarely aware of changes.‘ 

0.82 

 

 Regret scale. To measure regret, five items were adopted from Breugelmans et al.‘s 

(2014) regret scale (see Appendix C). Consistent with this paper theoretical framework, 

Breugelmans et al.‘s regret scale viewed regret as a counterfactual emotion. Since the 

participants within this study are of Thai nationality, every item on the regret scale was translated 

from English into Thai language with the help of both English and Thai native speakers. 

Examples of the original items included ―I thought that I had made a mistake‖ and ―I wanted to 

correct my mistake‖. The scale used a 6-point Likert Scale where participants were asked to rate 

from 0 (not at all) to 5 (very strongly) how much they agree with each statement (Table 5). The 

total score of this scale was averaged; a higher score indicated greater regret. The regret scale 

was shown to have a good internal consistency with a Cronbach‘s alpha value ranging between 

0.80 and 0.86 across countries (Breugelmans et al, 2014). 
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Table 5  

Rating on the regret scale 

Agreement Scoring/Rating 
Not at all 0 
Strongly disagree 1 
Disagree 2 
Neutral 3 
Agree 4 
Strongly agree 5 
 

 This scale was chosen for its good internal consistency and good discriminant validity. 

The scale was able to differentiate regret from disappointment and guilt on dimensions like 

specific emotional word, thought and attribution patterns, action tendencies, and motivational 

goals (Breugelmans et al., 2014). Moreover, the unique characteristics of regret as reflected in 

the items were shown to be generalizable across cultures (Western vs Eastern; Breugelmans et 

al., 2014). Unlike many other context specific regret scale, this scale is context-free and 

measures general state of regret; hence, its wide applicability. Furthermore, consistent with this 

study, the regret scale measured regret as a state of emotion and not as anticipated regret. 

Breugelmans et al.‘s (2014) regret scale is compared to other regret scale in Table 6. 
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Table 6 

Comparison of Regret Scales 

Instrument Name 
(Author) 

Subjects Measurement Reliability 
(Internal 

consistency) 

Regret Scale 
(Breugelmans, 
Zeelenberg, 
Gilovich,  Huang, & 
Shani, 2014) 

Cross cultural 
university 
students 

Used autobiographical recall to 
induce emotions and aimed to 
differentiate regret from 
disappointment and guilt across 
cultures; 5 items; 6-point Likert 
Scale; (0 = not at all to 5 = very 
strongly); e.g., ‗I thought that I had 
made a mistake.‘ ‗I wanted to correct 
my mistake.‘  

.80 to .86 

Anticipated Regret 
Scale (Sheeran & 
Orbell,1999) 

Citizens of the 
United Kingdom 
(UK) city, UK 
university 
students  

Measure anticipated regret in the 
context of intention to play lottery; 2 
items; 5- point Likert Scale (1 = 
strongly agree to 5 = strongly 
disagree); e.g., ‗If I missed playing 
the national lottery for one week, I 
would regret it.‘ ‗Not playing the 
national lottery for one week would 
upset me.‘ 

.83 to .96 
 

Regret Scale (Clark 
et al., 2003) 

Early prostate 
cancer patients 

The scale was a part of a larger 
questionnaire that aimed to measure 
patients‘ experience of the treatment 
outcomes; 5 items; Likert Scale; e.g., 
‗I sometimes feel the treatment I had 
was the wrong one for me.‘ ‗If I had 
it to do over, I would choose some 
other treatment.‘ 
 

.81 

Regret and 
Disappointment 
Scale (Marcatto & 
Ferrante, 2008) 

Undergraduate 
students 

Used real-life scenarios to induce 
emotions and aimed to differentiate 
between the constructs of regret and 
disappointment;  2 items; 7- point 
Likert Scale (1 = not at all to 7 = 

.64 
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totally agree); e,g., ‗I wish I had 
made a different choice.‘ ‗I feel 
responsible for what happened to 
me.‘ There is a 3rd item which 
requires choosing between two 
counterfactual thoughts (regret vs 
disappointment) 

Regret Scale (Bui, 
Krishen, & Bates, 
2011) 
 
*Modified from 
Tsiros‘s (1998) 
original   

Undergraduate 
students 

Used purchase decision scenarios to 
induce emotion. The scale was a part 
of a larger questionnaire measuring 
consumers‘ regret, rumination, and 
satisfaction in the context of post-
purchase consumption behaviour. 3 
items; 7-point Likert Scale; (1 = 
strongly disagree to strongly agree); 
e.g., ‗I regret choosing to switch (not 
switch) brands.‘ ‗I should have 
chosen the alternative laptop brand.‘ 

.87 

 

 Regret scale development.  

 1. In the process of regret scale development, five items from Breugelmans et al.‘s (2014) 

Regret Scale were adopted. The original versions of the items were translated into Thai using by 

two Thai-English bilingual researchers using the back-translation method. One other Thai-

English bilingual person then translated the Thai version back into English (see Appendix C).  

 2. An English native speaker was asked to go through the original and the back translated 

version of the scale. He commented on each back translated item‘s content validity, and judged 

whether they still retained the meaning of the items in the original regret scale which they all did 

(see Appendix D).  

 3. To pilot test the Thai version of the regret scale, the items were made into an online 

survey. Eighty people were asked to complete the survey. To avoid an overlap between 
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participants in the pilot test and the actual experiment, only students from other universities 

beside Chulalongkorn University and students from Chulalongkorn University‘s faculty of 

psychology were recruited for this scale development phase.  

 4. To assess the items‘ quality, independent sample t-test was conducted to determine 

whether they can differentiate between people who experienced high and low regret. The step 

involved identifying the upper and lower groups as defined by 33 percent highest and lowest 

scorers based on the total score. Statistical analysis revealed that every item significantly 

differentiated between the two groups of people at the level of p < .005.  

 5. To establish the scale‘s reliability, its internal consistency or the assessment of how 

well the items measured the same construct was analyzed. Specifically, each item‘s corrected 

item-total correlation or CITC (see appendix F) and the scale‘s Cronbach‘s alpha, or averaged 

internal consistency were calculated. Results showed that each item on the Thai version of regret 

scale was reliable and that the scale as a whole was highly reliable (α = .82). 

Measurements Reliability 

 Internal reliability analysis showed that all of the measure used had moderate to high 

reliability as indicated by than Cronbach‘s Alpha values greater than .70. Specifically, while 

Rumination scale was highly reliable (α = .91), Mindfulness scale (α = .75) and the Regret Scale 

Regret scale (α = .78) showed moderate reliability.    
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Table 7 

Cronbach’s Alpha of the Response Style Questionnaire, Mindfulness Inventory, and the Regret 
Scale  

Measures Cronbach‘s Alpha 

1. Response Styles Questionnaire (RSQ) .91 

2. Mindfulness Inventory .75 

3. Regret Scale .78 

 

 Regret scenario. The scenario which was used to induce regret was adopted from 

Berndsen, van der Pligt, Doosje, and Manstead (2004). In line with this research‘s view about 

regret, the scenario described a situation of intrapersonal harm and was shown to be able to elicit 

the emotion of regret (Berndsen et al., 2004). Moreover, the scenario involved academic related 

issue; therefore, it was believed to be relevant to this study university students sample. For 

comprehension, the scenario was translated from English into Thai using the back-translation 

method. Specifically, one English-Thai bilingual researcher translated the English version into 

Thai version and another English-Thai bilingual researcher translated that Thai version back into 

English. An English native speaker was then asked to comment on the back-translated version of 

the scenario (see Appendix D); appropriate adjustments were made according to the comments. 

The following is the original version of the scenario: 

Imagine that you usually prepare for your exams together with friends. This time you do not want 

to do that. Your friends pass the exam, but you do not. 
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The following is the translated version of the scenario: 

สมมตุิวา่ ปกติแล้วคณุเตรียมตวัสอบพร้อมกบัเพื่อนของคณุ แตค่รัง้นีค้ณุไมอ่ยากและไมไ่ด้ไปเตรียมตวัสอบกบัเพื่อน 
เพื่อนๆ ของคณุสอบผา่น แตค่ณุไมผ่า่น 
 

Data Collection/Procedure 

 Data was collected through paper-and-pencil questionnaires. Participants were recruited 

through a classroom at Chulalongkorn University. The researchers used the class break time to 

hand out the surveys and to explain that this survey completion is voluntary.  In this study, 

participant were asked to complete the questionnaire containing rumination and mindfulness 

scales that also included questions asking for the participants‘ age, gender, and which faculty 

they are from. After that, they were instructed to read a real-life scenario and then complete the 

regret scale. The order of scales presented on the questionnaire was counterbalanced to avoid 

order effect, resulting in a total of six versions. The six versions of the questionnaire were 

randomly distributed to the participants.  Their participation in the data collection was fully 

voluntary as they were informed prior to the researchers handing out the survey. They were also 

informed through the information sheet attached to each survey explained that they are able to 

withdraw their consent or stop doing the survey at any time. 

Statistical Analysis 

 The data collected was analyzed in the IBM SPSS statistical software version 20. The 

analysis included: 

1. Descriptive analysis: Information about the mean, standard deviation, minimum, 

maximum, range, and the skewness. 

2. Pearson‘s correlations between each main variable 
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3. Moderated Multiple Regression analysis: In this analysis, the variables were entered in a 

stepwise manner  

a. The mean centered variables of Rumination and Mindfulness were entered into 

the equation at Step 1 and the interaction term between Rumination and 

Mindfulness at Step 2. 

b. Simple Slope Analysis: Since the interaction was not significant, no simple slope 

analysis was done. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

Demographics 

 As depicted in Table 8, participants‘ demographic information of gender, age, academic 

year, grade point average (GPA), and faculty were collected. Of the 189 participants, 32 were 

male and 157 were female. Their age ranged from 18 to 23 years old. The majorities of the 

participants were in their freshman year and were from faculties under the field of Science and 

Technology. Their GPA mostly fell in the range from 3.01 to 3.50. Data from the descriptive 

statistical analysis (table 9) showed that while variables of rumination and mindfulness were 

normally distributed, regret was negatively skewed. The skew was fixed after square root was 

applied. However, because of the ‗negative‘ skew, the variable of regret had to be reflected 

before applying square root (Princeton University Library, 2007); therefore, all of the 

relationship to regret in this study has to be interpret in reverse direction to the original variable. 

Table 8  

Demographic frequencies 
  Frequency Percent 

Gender Male                                        32 16.9 

 Female 157 83.1 

 Total 189 100.0 

Age 18 14 7.4 

 19 57 30.2 

 20 45 23.8 

 21 40 21.2 

 22 25 13.2 
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  Frequency Percent 

 23 8 4.2 

 Total 189 100.0 

 

Year 

 

1 

 

64 

 

33.9 

 2 52 27.5 

 3 35 18.5 

 4 35 18.5 

 5 2 1.1 

 6 1 .5 

 Total 189 100.0 

GPA less than 2.00 7 3.7 

 2.01-2.50 31 16.4 

 2.51-3.00 46 24.3 

 3.01-3.50 67 35.4 

 3.51-4.00 38 20.1 

 Total 189 100.0 

Faculty Social and Humanities 

Sciences 

71 37.6 

 Science and Technology 

Sciences 

110 58.2 

 Health Science 8 4.2 

 Total 189 100.0 
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Pearson’s Correlation         

 Pearson‘s correlation was conducted to analyse the associations between variables of 

rumination, mindfulness, and regret. As indicated in table 9 and table 10, while regret (M = 1.13, 

SD = 0.40) was significantly positively correlated to rumination (M = 2.11, SD = 0.48), r(189) = 

.21, p = .004; regret was not significantly correlated to mindfulness (M = 2.89, SD = 0.37), 

r(189) = -.10, p = .180. This indicated that people who ruminate more were also more likely to 

experience greater regret. Rumination was shown to be significantly negatively correlated to 

mindfulness r(189) = -.41, p < .001, suggesting that people who were higher in rumination were 

more likely to be low on mindfulness. 

Table 9  

Descriptive statistics on Regret, Rumination, and Mindfulness 
 

M Minimum Maximum SD Skewness 
Regret 3.57 0.20 5.00 0.88 -1.09 
Regret* 1.13 0.00 2.19 0.50 -0.38 

Rumination 2.11 1.14 3.59 0.48 0.42 
Mindfulness 2.88 1.79 3.93 0.37 -0.38 
*after applying the square root transformation 
 
Table 10 
 
Correlational Table between Regret, Rumination, and Mindfulness and Cronbach’s Alpha values 
of each scale 

 M SD Regret Rumination Mindfulness 
Regret 1.13 0.50 .78 - - 

Rumination 2.11 0.48 .21** .91 - 
Mindfulness 2.88 0.37 -.10 -.41** .75 

**p < .01, one-tailed 
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Moderated Multiple Regression 

        A moderated multiple regression analysis with criterion of regret and predictors of 

rumination, mindfulness, and their interaction were performed. Rumination and mindfulness 

were entered in Step 1 while the interaction was entered in Step 2. This is to determine any 

additional variance made by only the interaction that is over and above the direct main effects of 

rumination and mindfulness. To reduce multicollinearity, rumination and mindfulness were 

mean-centered. Their interaction was the product of the mean centered value of rumination and 

mindfulness. As shown in table 11, the mullticollinearity was not a problem here. The tolerance 

levels of all variable were over .1 and the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values were all below 

10, indicating that it was appropriate for multiple regression to be conducted.  

Table 11 

Tolerance and VIF Value for Independent Variables 
 

Collinearity Statistics 
Independent Variables Tolerance VIF 

Rumination .81 1.24 

Mindfulness .81 1.24 

Interaction .91 1.11 

  

 In Step 1 of the model, 4.5% of the variance in regret was explained by the combined 

direct effect of rumination and mindfulness, ∆F (2, 186) = 4.34, p = .014. Individually, 

rumination significantly accounted for 3.5% of the variance in regret, where higher rumination 

indicated higher regret, β = .21, p = .010. Mindfulness individually accounted for 0% of the 

variance of regret, β = -.01, p = .859. Shared variance between rumination and mindfulness 
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explained for 1% of regret variance. In Step 2 of the model, 0.9% of the variance was accounted 

for by a non-significant interaction, ∆F (1, 185) = 1.83, β = .10, p = .177 (see Table 12). 

Table 12 

Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis Table for Predicting Variables and Regret 
 
 
 

Model 
Independent 

Variables 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 1.13 .028  39.91 .000 

 Rumination .17 .065 .21 -2.61 .010 

 Mindfulness - .02 .085 - .01 .18 .859 

2 (Constant) 1.12 .03  37.78 .000 

 Rumination .19 .07 .22 -2.82 .005 

 Mindfulness - .03 .09 - .03 .40 .689 

 Interaction .17 .12 .10 -1.35 .177 

*Note: R2 = .045 (for model 1); R2 = .054 (for model 2 with interaction) 
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Table 13 

Results summary for the five hypotheses 

Hypotheses Results 

1. There will be a significant positive 

correlation between rumination and regret. 

Supported 

r(189) = .21, p = .004, two tailed 

 

2. There will be a significant negative 

correlation between mindfulness and 

regret. 

Not Supported 

r(189) = -.10, p = .180, two tailed 

3. There will be a significant negative 

correlation between rumination and 

mindfulness. 

Supported 

r(189) = -.41, p < .001, two tailed 

 

4. The relationship between rumination and 

regret will be significantly moderated by 

mindfulness, such that the negative 

correlation between them will be attenuated 

for those who are high on mindfulness. 

Not supported 

R2 = .054, p = .177 

β = -.10, p = .177 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

Regret was found to be associated to various health consequences and has been implied 

to be a contributing factor to university students‘ educational stress (Hamaideh, 2009; Kinnier & 

Metha, 1989; Lecci et al., 1994; Scelfo, 2015). It is therefore of importance to understand regret 

and the factors influencing it. The aim of this study was to examine the relationship between 

rumination, regret, and mindfulness. In terms of correlation, we hypothesized that rumination 

and regret would be positively correlated, regret and mindfulness would be negatively correlated, 

and rumination and mindfulness would be negatively correlated. For the regression, we 

hypothesized that there would be an interaction in which mindfulness would moderate the 

relationship between rumination and regret, such that mindfulness would attenuate their 

relationship. Mixed results were produced in relation to past literature and the main hypotheses. 

Hypothesis I: There will be a significant positive correlation between rumination and 

regret. 

Results: Hypothesis was supported 

Consistent with the first hypothesis, the result showed that people who have a high level 

of rumination will also have a high level of regret. Specifically, students who experienced higher 

regret about their bad decision, in this case, not joining a study group which cost them their 

grades, were more likely to experience rumination. The result was supported by several studies 

which found that rumination was a factor strongly related factor to regret (Ingersoll-Dayton et 

al., 2010; Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1993; Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004). A past study 

conducted by Marcatto & Ferrante (2008) stated that when one regrets about events that turned 
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out to be unsatisfactory to them, either as a result of poor decision or inaction, they would be 

more inclined to engage in rumination in order to make sense of the situation. In other words, 

rumination occurs when one tries to get rid of the discomforting feeling of regret by comparing 

the actual event that happened to an imagined better alternative (Lyubomirsky & Nolan-

Hoeksema, 1993). 

Hypothesis II: There will be a significant negative correlation between mindfulness and 

regret. 

Results: Hypothesis was not supported 

Although inconsistent to the second hypothesis, the non-significant statistical result could 

imply ambiguous relationship of regret and mindfulness among our samples. Participants who 

showed high regret did not show low levels of mindfulness. Therefore, this hypothesis was not 

supported. This is inconsistent with what previous literature have been suggesting. According to 

past research, regret, as mentioned, is a cognitive reflection of past event or prediction of how 

they would feel in the future (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). This definition is the contrary to 

mindfulness, which allows one to stay in the present moment and without judgement of thoughts 

(Kabat-Zinn, 1990). In addition, people higher on mindfulness trait are more accepting of their 

experiences and less likely to react to them. Therefore, the opposing characteristics between 

regret and mindfulness made it unlikely for people with higher level of mindfulness to show high 

level of regret as a response to a certain situation (Noonan, 2014). The nonsignificant result 

found might be attributable to issues relating to the regret scale. Since the scale did not show as 

much reliability and validity as previous studies have shown (Breugelmans et al., 2014; Huang & 

Shani, 2014), this might led to a reduced significance level. The marked reliability of one item in 
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particular was brought into question. It should also be noted that Breugelmans et al.‘s (2014) 

study does not include Thai sample.  

Hypothesis III: There will be a significant negative correlation between rumination and 

mindfulness. 

Results: Hypothesis was supported 

In addition, consistent to the third hypothesis, the result showed that students with high 

rumination showed lower levels of mindfulness. This is in agreement with what past research 

suggested. According to Wilkinson and Goodyer (2008), rumination and mindfulness are highly 

correlated to each other, showing a strong negative relationship. In fact, most mindfulness-based 

interventions work on the premise that psychological distress could be reduced if rumination can 

be control (McLaughlin and Nolen-Hoeksema, 2011; Gu et al., 2015). It has been shown that 

rumination responds positively to interventions relating to mindfulness (Feldman et al., 2010; 

Querstret & Cropley, 2013). Although rumination is a normal experience, it can become 

dysfunctional when it could not be control (Bergomi et al., 2013). Mindfulness allows one to 

observe thoughts non-judgmentally and compassionately as they occur (Williams & Kuyken, 

2012). Since these negative thoughts do not become part of a self-concept, it possible for one to 

detach themselves from rumination.  
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Hypothesis IV: The relationship between rumination and regret will be significantly 

moderated by mindfulness, such that the negative correlation between them will be 

attenuated for those who are high on mindfulness. 

Results: Hypothesis was not supported 

Inconsistent to the study‘s fourth hypothesis, the results show that mindfulness had no 

significant interaction or attenuating effects to the relationship between rumination and regret. 

Therefore, the hypothesis was not supported. This may be because our sample size is relatively 

small compared to other studies using a moderating model (Siripanit et al., 2013), which might 

have reduced the statistical power to detect an interaction effect.  

Limitations 

 There are several limitations to the study. First the sample size in this study is relatively 

small as compared to other studies within this area. Comparing to Siripanit et al.‘s (2013) paper 

on the moderating effect of mindfulness on rumination and anxiety which has 275 participants, 

the number of participants in our study is relatively small. This might have reduced our statistical 

power and led to our partially supported results. Second, time limitation has prevented us from 

conducting an elaborative factor analysis on the development of regret scale in Thai population. 

This might have led to an oversight on how the scale might not be valid for measuring regret in 

Thai population. Third, regret is a relatively new construct globally and very new in Thailand. 

The regret scale used in this study has not been used in a Thai population before; the use of the 

current regret scale may not be the most suitable for participants within Thailand without further 

validation. Item 5 in the regret scale had shown a marked difference in statistical output from the 

rest of the items in the regret scale. The reliability analysis for the pilot test has shown that item 5 
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has substantially lower CITC value despite being above the critical r value of 0.232. Item 5 asked 

about one‘s sense of responsibility towards the scenario. In a full research, since we were using a 

scale on a new population, a factor analysis was required; however, due to the time limitation of 

this study, we were unable to do so. Therefore, theories on its mechanisms and processes might 

not be perfectly reliable. The second and third limitations were both considered important factors 

in limiting the results of our study. 

Future Research 

 There are several points that future research could work on to improve upon this research. 

Future research should aim to include a larger number of participants in order to increase 

statistical power. In addition, research should be time conscious; it should be conducted without 

time constrictions in order to be able to conduct elaborative factor analysis on the development 

of each scale in the new population. Moreover, future research should further examine the 

validity and reliability of Breugelmans et al.‘s (2014) regret scale in Thai population, in order to 

have a better understanding of how the scale works in a new context. We suggest that factor 

analysis should be performed in order to better understand the relationships between items on the 

measure used, how they uniquely contribute to the result, and how they relate to one another. 

Future research can also extend beyond the dimension of this study and explore how state 

mindfulness plays a role on rumination and regret, in order to extend their suggestion of 

implications beyond what the current research is capable of.  

Theoretical and Practical Applications  

This research has several theoretical implications on the relationship between rumination, 

regret, and mindfulness. It reaffirmed the findings from previous literature that rumination and 
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mindfulness are negatively correlated, which suggested that people who have a lower level of 

rumination would be more likely to possess a higher level of trait mindfulness. It also revealed 

that this relationship is present not only in Western populations (Wilkinson & Goodyer, 2008), 

but also in Thai population, specifically in university students. Similarly, it reaffirmed previous 

findings that rumination and regret are positively correlated, such that those who experienced a 

higher level of rumination would experience greater feelings of regret, in both Western and Thai 

university students. Our knowledge of the relationship between rumination, mindfulness, and 

regret in Thai university students has increased; the findings expanded an understanding of the 

relationship between rumination and regret with mindfulness as a moderating factor by exploring 

the links within the contexts of the Thai university students. Although the moderating role of 

mindfulness on the relationship between rumination and regret was not found, a key factor that 

might have contributed to this finding appeared to be the concept of one‘s sense of responsibility 

used in the current regret scale. This concept seemed to have some differences between Western 

and Eastern populations, especially within the South East populations.  

In practical applications, this study has shown the importance of mindfulness in reducing 

rumination, which may eventually lower one‘s sense of regret. Although result was not 

significant, the additional analyses conducted in the present study had revealed a tendency for 

mindfulness to attenuate the relationship between rumination and regret in Thai university 

students. As a preventive measure against dysfunctional cognitive patterns, universities may 

encourage students to be more mindful. The implied benefit would not only come from 

mindfulness directly, but also through the reduced stress from rumination. Since rumination was 
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related to regret, the reduction effect from mindfulness was theoretically discussed to also 

influence regret as well.  
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Appendix A 

Rumination Scale 

ค าช้ีแจง: ใหท่้านระลกึถงึประสบการณ์ทีท่ าให้รู้สึกไม่ด ีเสียใจ หรือ ซึมเศร้า จากนั้นโปรดพิจารณา 

แต่ละขอ้ความวา่ ท่านมกั ‘คดิ’ หรือ ‘กระท า’ อยา่งไร เม่ือเผชิญกบัเหตุการณ์ดงักล่าว โดยท า 

เคร่ืองหมาย        ลอ้มรอบตวัเลขหรือท าเคร่ืองหมาย  X  ในช่องท่ีเห็นวา่ตรงกบัท่านมากทีสุ่ด  

 1 = แทบจะไม่เคยเลย      2 = บางคร้ัง        3 = บ่อยคร้ัง         4 = เกือบตลอดเวลา 

ขอ้ ขอ้ความ แทบจะไม่เคย
เลย 

บางคร้ัง บ่อยคร้ัง เกือบตลอด 
เวลา 

1 ฉนัมกัครุ่นคิดความรู้สึกโดดเด่ียวท่ีมี 1 2 3 4 
2 ฉนัมกัคิดวา่ ―ฉนัจะไม่สามารถท าอะไรต่อได ้หากยงัคง

รู้สึกแยอ่ยู‖่ 
1 2 3 4 

3 ฉนัมกัคิดถึง ‖ความรู้สึกปวดเม่ือยและเหน่ือยลา้‖ 1 2 3 4 
4 ฉนัคิดวา่ ―เป็นเร่ืองยากท่ีจะมีสมาธิกบัเร่ืองใดเร่ือง

หน่ึง‖ 
1 2 3 4 

5 ฉนัคิดซ ้ าไปมาวา่ ―ท าไมจึงเกิดเร่ืองเช่นน้ีกบัฉนั‖ 1 2 3 4 
6 ฉนัมกัคิดวา่ ‖ตนเองไม่มีอ านาจและทอ้แทเ้สีย

เหลือเกิน‖ 
1 2 3 4 

7 ฉนัมกัวเิคราะห์เหตุการณ์ต่างๆ เพื่อพยายามท าความ
เขา้ใจ วา่ท าไมฉนัจึงรู้สึกซึมเศร้าเช่นน้ี 

1 2 3 4 

8 ฉนัคิดวา่ ―ฉนัไม่รู้สึกอะไรอีกแลว้ต่อไป/หมดส้ิน
ความรู้สึกกบัส่ิงต่างๆแลว้‖ 

1 2 3 4 

9 ฉนัคิดวา่ ―ท าไมฉนัถึงหมดแรง ท าอะไรไม่ไหว‖ 1 2 3 4 

10 ฉนัคิดวา่ ―ท าไมฉนัถึงไดมี้ปฏิกิริยาตอบสนองต่อส่ิง
ต่างๆอยา่งท่ี เป็นเช่นน้ี‖ 

1 2 3 4 

11 ฉนัหลบมาอยูค่นเดียวแลว้ครุ่นคิดวา่ ท าไมตนเองจึงรู้สึก
เช่นน้ี 

1 2 3 4 

12 บางคร้ังเร่ืองท่ีคิด คาใจฉนัเสียจน ฉนัตอ้งเขียนออกมา
วเิคราะห์ตอ่ 

1 2 3 4 
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13 ฉนัคิดถึงเหตุการณ์ท่ีเพ่ิงเกิดข้ึน และคิดวา่อยากให้
เหตุการณ์นั้นจบลงดีกวา่น้ี 

1 2 3 4 

14 ฉนัมกัคิดวา่ ―หากฉนัยงัรู้สึกเช่นน้ี ฉนัจะท าใหไ้ม่มี
สมาธิ/ท าใจจดจ่ออยูก่บังานได‖้ 

1 2 3 4 

15 ฉมัมกัคิดวา่ ―ท าไมฉนัถึงตอ้งประสบปัญหาแบบท่ีคน
อ่ืนเขาไม่เจอ‖ 

1 2 3 4 

16 ฉนัคิดวา่ ―ท าไมฉนัถึงไม่สามารถรับมือกบัเร่ืองท่ีเจอ/
ส่ิงท่ีเกิดข้ึนไดดี้กวา่น้ี‖ 

1 2 3 4 

17 ฉนัมกัครุ่นคิดถึงความเสียใจท่ีมี 1 2 3 4 
18 ฉนัมกัครุ่นคิดถึงขอ้บกพร่อง ความลม้เหลว ความ

ผิดพลาดทั้งหมดของตนเอง 
1 2 3 4 

19 ฉนัคิดวา่ ―ฉนัไม่นึกอยากท าอะไรเลย‖ 1 2 3 4 

20 ฉนัวเิคราะห์บุคลิกภาพตวัเอง เพื่อพยายามท าความเขา้ใจ
วา่ท าไมฉนัจึงรู้สึกซึมเศร้า 

1 2 3 4 

21 ฉนัไปสถานท่ีเงียบๆ เพ่ือนึกทบทวนถึงความรู้สึกต่างๆ 
ท่ีเกิดข้ึน 

1 2 3 4 

22 ฉนัมกัคิดถึงความโกรธท่ีมีต่อตวัเอง 1 2 3 4 
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Appendix B 

Mindfulness Scale  

ค าช้ีแจง: โปรดพิจารณาขอ้กระทงต่อไปน้ี จากประสบการณ์ในสามวนัทีผ่่านมาของท่าน โดยท า 

เคร่ืองหมาย       ลอ้มรอบตวัเลขหรือท าเคร่ืองหมาย  X  ในช่องท่ีเห็นวา่ตรงกบัท่านมากทีสุ่ด  

1 = แทบจะไม่เคยเลย      2 = บางคร้ัง        3 = บ่อยคร้ัง         4 = เกือบตลอดเวลา 

ขอ้ ขอ้ความ แทบจะไม่เคย
เลย 

บางคร้ัง บ่อยคร้ัง เกือบตลอด 
เวลา 

1 ฉนัเปิดรับประสบการณ์ท่ีมีในปัจจุบนั 1 2 3 4 
2 ฉนัรับรู้ถึงร่างกายของตวัเอง ไม่วา่ขณะรับประทาน

อาหาร ท าความสะอาด หรือพดูคุย 
1 2 3 4 

3 เม่ือฉนัรับรู้วา่ตนเองใจลอย ฉนัจะค่อยๆดึงตนเอง
กลบัมาสู่ปัจจุบนั 

1 2 3 4 

4 ฉนัท าใหต้นเองพึงพอใจอยา่งท่ีตนเป็นได ้ 1 2 3 4 
5 ฉนัสนใจเหตผุลท่ีอยูเ่บ้ืองหลงัการกระท าของฉนั 1 2 3 4 
6 ฉนัรับรู้ความผิดพลาด และความยุง่ยากท่ีตนเองมีโดย

ไม่ตีโพยตีพาย 
1 2 3 4 

7 ฉนัอยูก่บัประสบการณ์ท่ีมีในปัจจุบนั 1 2 3 4 
8 ฉนัยอมรับประสบการณ์ท่ีไม่น่าพึงพอใจ 1 2 3 4 

9 ฉนัเป็นมิตรต่อตนเอง แมว้า่ฉนัจะท าอะไรผิดพลาด 1 2 3 4 
10 ฉนัเฝ้าสงัเกตความรู้สึกต่างๆ ของตนเอง โดยไม่จมไป

กบัความรู้สึกเหล่านั้น 
1 2 3 4 

11 เวลาเจอสถานการณ์ยุง่ยาก ฉนัสามารถหยดุตนเอง ไม่
ตอบสนองไปทนัที/ไม่ท าอะไรบุ่มบ่าม 

1 2 3 4 

12 ฉนัยงัรู้สึกสงบและผอ่นคลาย แมว้า่จะเจอช่วงเวลาท่ี
วุน่วายและตึงเครียด 

1 2 3 4 

13 ฉนัอารมณ์เสียง่ายทั้งกบัตนเอง และผูอ่ื้น 1 2 3 4 
14 ฉนัยงัสามารถยิม้ได ้แมว้า่ฉนัจะรับรู้วา่บางคร้ังฉนัก็ท า

ใหชี้วติของตนเองยุง่ยาก 
1 2 3 4 
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Appendix C 

Regret Scale 

ค าช้ีแจง: จงอา่นและจินตนาการเหตกุารณ์สมมุติด้านลา่ง และจนิตนาการว่าหากเหตุการณ์นั้นเกดิกบัท่าน แลว้ขอใหท่้าน

ตอบคาถามต่อไปน้ี โดยระบุวา่ ท่านเห็นด้วยกบัข้อคว ามต่อไปนีม้ากน้อยแค่ไหน โดยท าเคร่ืองหมาย       ลอ้มรอบตวัเลข

หรือท าเคร่ืองหมาย  X  ในช่องท่ีเห็นวา่ตรงกบัท่านมากทีสุ่ด                     

เหตุการณ์จ าลอง 

―สมมตุวิา่ ปกตแิล้วคณุเตรียมตวัสอบพร้อมกบัเพื่อนของคณุ แตค่รัง้นีค้ณุไมอ่ยากและไมไ่ด้ไปเตรียมตวัสอบกบัเพื่อน เพื่อนๆ 

ของคณุสอบผา่น แตค่ณุไมผ่า่น‖ 

0 = ไม่เห็นดว้ยเลย  1 = ไม่เห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่        2 = ไม่เห็นดว้ย        3 = เห็นดว้ยและไม่เห็นดว้ยพอๆกนั             

4 = เห็นดว้ย         5 = เห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่ 

ชอ้ ขอ้ความ ไม่เห็นดว้ย
เลย 

ไม่เห็นดว้ย
อยา่งยิง่ 

ไม่เห็น
ดว้ย 

เห็นดว้ยและไม่เห็น
ดว้ยพอๆกนั 

เห็น
ดว้ย 

เห็นดว้ย 
อยา่งยิง่ 

1 ฉนัรู้สึกเสียดาย 0 1 2 3 4 5 
2 ฉนัคิดวา่ฉนัไดท้ าผิดพลาดลง

ไปแลว้ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

3 ฉนัอยากแกไ้ขความผิดพลาด
ของฉนั 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

4 ฉนัรู้สึกโกรธตวัเอง 0 1 2 3 4 5 
5 ฉนัคิดวา่ฉนัเป็นผูรั้บผิดชอบ

ต่อสถานการณ์ท่ีเกิดข้ึน 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix D 

Approvement of the Back-Translated Version of the Regret Scale Items  

Original version Back-translated version Yes/No 

I felt regret. I feel regret. yes 

I thought that I had made a mistake. I think I‘ve made a mistake. yes 

I wanted to correct my mistake.  I want to fix my mistakes. yes 

I felt angry with myself I am angry with myself. yes 

I thought that I was responsible for the 
situation. 

I think I am responsible for what 
happened. 

yes 

 
Approvement and Comment of the Back-Translated version of the Regret Scenario  

Original Version Back-translated 
version 

Yes/No Comment 

Imagine that you 
usually prepare for 
your exams together 
with friends. This 
time you do not want 
to do that. Your 
friends pass the 
exam, but you do not. 

Normally you have 
been preparing for 
exams with your 
friends, but you don't 
join them this time. 
Your friends pass the 
exam but you don't. 

no They imply much the same idea, but 
to be safe, the Thai version should be 
more thorough. The original states 
imply failure to study with group 
because of not wanting to. Back-
translated just states failure to study 
with group, and it's not clear whether 
this failure is due to not wanting to, or 
for general reasons (unknown 
reasons). Better to add to Thai version 
"didn't want to (...and didn't do it)" 
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Appendix E 

Permission to use Breugelmans et al’s (2014) Regret scale 

 

 
Permission to use Siripanit, Manasveepongsakul, and Ratanachatchuchai’s (2013) translated 

scales in Mindfulness and Rumination 
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Appendix F 

Regret Scale Corrected Item-Total Correlation Value 

Items CITC Value 

1. 1. ฉนัรู้สึกเสียดาย 0.67 

2. ฉนัคิดวา่ฉนัไดท้ าผดิ พลาดลงไปแลว้ 0.74 

3. ฉนัอยากแกไ้ขความ ผิดพลาดของฉนั 0.67 

4. ฉนัรู้สึกโกรธตวัเอง 0.70 

5. ฉนัคิดวา่ฉนัเป็นผูรั้บผิดชอบต่อสถานการณ์ท่ีเกิดข้ึน 0.26 
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